
Background: Nehru wanted to bring land reforms for larger good. But it could have violated the Right to Privacy. 
So Nehru bought ninth schedule. Whatever you put in this iron box cannot be challenged in the court of law.

ARTICLE 13121 AMENDABILITY OF FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS

-

States shall not make any law that takes away one
or more fundamental rights and if any such laws is

passed shall be unconstitutional and void ,However apparently or
seemingly against the spirit of Article 13CD , 1st Amendment Act 1951 ,
Article 15 and introduced Article 15C4) and also it put reasonable restriction
on right to occupation through Article 19 CG) t Nehru wanted land reform

1-7 if law put into iron bose , judiciary cannot review it tf
1st CAA also introduced ninth schedule , to the constitution which took away
the power of the Judicial Review of the courts. However the lCAA
got challenged before the SC in ShanKari Prasad case 1951 . But the railing
came in favour of the parliament to amend the constitution under
article 368 .

SC said the parliament enjoys 2 types of the legislative powers.
① Ordinary legislative power→ LAW
② Constitutional legislative power→CONSTITUTIONALAMENDMENT

Constitutional legislative power will not fall in the ambit of the law
as mentioned in Article 13 ooo Court upheld the constitutional validity
of the 1stCAA , However any enactment ofthe parliament made in
exercise of ordinary legislative power will be called as LAW and falls
Under the scope of Article 13Cz) and wouldbe void if it violates
the fundamental rights.

1.n Shan
.

Kari Prasad case SC RULED THAT THE PARLIAMENT HAS÷÷÷:÷÷÷÷:÷÷÷÷:÷÷÷÷:÷÷÷:÷:÷÷÷÷:÷÷÷÷÷÷÷:÷÷÷÷÷÷÷÷÷÷÷÷÷÷:÷÷:÷÷÷÷:÷÷÷÷÷÷÷÷÷÷÷÷÷::÷÷.Parliament responded by enacting 24thCAA 1971 , which amended the
very titleof the Article 368 , which now read THE PROCEDURE TOAMEND
THE CONSTITUTION AND POWER TO AMEND THE CONSTITUTION Cif not so
Parliament could have became static document) but how one can amend it
no power - so somebody filed petition against CAA of 1971 .

This amendment act ie. 24thCAA of1971 got challenged in KESAVANANDA BHARATI
vs UNION of KERALA CASE and Judgement gave validity to the 24thCAA
and said the parliament has the powerto amend any part of the
constitution VIA368 , but it should not destroy BASIC STRUCTURE of the
constitution .Though SC did notdefined the basic structure to keep
its options open . But in number of cases court has been coming with
various understandings

-


